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Indoor Grow Operation Dismantled 
 

On Thursday June 7, at a 10:00 am Newport Police and Carteret County Sheriff’s Deputies conducted a search of 
202 Kimberly Ct in Gracelyn Park subdivision located in the Town of Newport. The search was in response to 
combined information the two agencies had been investigating about an indoor marijuana and illegal mushroom 
grow operation at that location. After gathering intell and conducting surveillance of the location for several days, 
the Newport Police stopped CHARLES DOUTHIT as he was leaving his rental home on Thursday morning. At 
that time NPD and the CCSO conducted a search of the location and found an elaborate enclosure for 
propagating and growing marijuana plants indoors. The enclosure was 6’x6’ and stood 8’ tall, and was wired with 
lights, fans, and timers. The suspect had the growing unit setup inside the garage of the rental home. Items also 
seized from within the rental home were several marijuana plants and illegal mushrooms, potting trays, watering 
supplies, growing containers, lights, and timers. The suspect was also propagating and growing illegal mushrooms 
which are considered Schedule 1 under the NC Controlled Substance Act. The suspect had moved into the rental 
home less than 2 months ago and began to set up the grow operation with weeks of moving in. Officers dismantled 
the grow operation and seized all items involved in the operation for evidence. 
“Gracelyn Park is a well maintained, very quite, and family oriented subdivision. This type of criminal activity is 
easily noticed in a close community like Gracelyn Park. This arrest was a direct result of intell sharing between 
NPD and CCSO, and led to the quick eradication of an illegal indoor grow operation before it became well 
established in the community. The suspect was in the process of testing and selecting which varieties of marijuana 
and mushrooms he would grow before engaging in a full scale operation” The suspects children and girlfriend 
were also present during the search but were not charged at this time. The suspect also serves as a local umpire 
for Little League Baseball. 
 

                           

NPD Officers & CCSO Deputies 
dismantling and loading growing 
enclosure for marijuana and illegal 
mushrooms 

     202 Kimberly Court Newport CHARLES DOUTHIT W/M 53 yoa 
Charged with the following Felony 
offenses: 
*Maintaining a dwelling for the 
purpose of manufacturing marijuana 
*Manufacturing Marijuana 
*Possession of Schedule 1  
Jailed on a $3,000.00 secure bond by 
magistrate H. Lawrence 


